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sdo	  observes	  the	  vector	  magnetic	  field

Schou	  et	  al.,	  2012
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Turmon	  et	  al.,	  2014	  
Bobra	  et.	  al,	  2014

step	  1:	  detect	  active	  region



step	  2:	  identify	  mask
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step	  3:	  compute	  features



step	  3:	  compute	  features

jz ~
∂
∂x
By −

∂
∂y
Bxe.g.:	  	  	  	  	  	  	  



features:	  25	  parameterizations	  of	  the	  photospheric	  
magnetic	  field,	  e.g.	  current,	  flux,	  magnetic	  energy
e.g.	  Tian	  et	  al.,	  2005;	  Török	  and	  Kliem,	  2005;	  LaBonte,	  Georgoulis,	  and	  Rust,	  2007;	  Moore,	  Falconer,	  and	  Sterling,	  
2012;	  Hagyard	  et	  al.,	  1984;	  Leka	  and	  Barnes,	  2003a,	  2003b,	  2007;	  Cui	  et	  al.,	  2006;	  Barnes	  and	  Leka,	  2006;	  
Georgoulis	  and	  Rust,	  2007;	  Mason	  and	  Hoeksema,	  2010;	  Falconer,	  Moore,	  and	  Gary,	  2008;	  Schrijver,	  2007;	  Fisher	  
et	  al.,	  2012;	  Bobra	  et	  al.	  2014

first	  study	  to	  use	  a	  large	  sample	  of	  vector	  magnetic	  field	  
data:	  can	  the	  HMI	  vector	  field	  tell	  us	  something	  new?	  
Bobra	  &	  Couvidat,	  2015

flare	  forecasting

model:	  machine-‐learning	  algorithm	  —	  binary	  classifier	  
e.g.	  Li,	  Wang,	  Cui,	  &	  Du	  (2007):	  support	  vector	  machine	  +	  k-‐nearest	  neighbor;	  Colak	  &	  Qahwaji	  (2007):	  neural	  
network;	  Yu,	  Huang,	  Wang,	  &	  Cui	  (2009):	  decision	  tree;	  Song,	  Tan,	  Jing,	  et	  al.	  (2009):	  logistic	  regression;	  Yuan,	  Shih,	  
Jing,	  &	  Wang	  (2010):	  support	  vector	  machine;	  Ahmed,	  Qahwaji,	  Colak,	  et	  al.	  (2013):	  cascade-‐correlation	  neural	  
network	  



positive	  class:	  303	  flares;	  negative	  class:	  5,000	  no-‐flares
step	  1:	  build	  flare	  catalog
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compute	  the	  univariate	  f-‐score

step	  2:	  feature	  selection

intra-‐class	  
distance

inter-‐class	  distance
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step	  2:	  feature	  selection
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sum of x-component of Lorentz force impulse
sum of y-component of Lorentz force impulse

sum of x-component of Lorentz force
mean alpha

mean vertical current density

sum of y-com. of Lorentz force
mean current helicity

mean gradient of horizontal field
mean gradient of vertical field

mean gradient of total field
mean angle of field from radial

mean shear angle
fraction of area with shear > 45 degrees

sum of z-component of Lorentz force impulse
R

mean photospheric magnetic free energy
sum of z-component of Lorentz force

area of strong field pixels in the active region
total unsigned flux

sum of the modulus of the net current per polarity
absolute value of the net current helicity

total unsigned vertical current
total photospheric magnetic free energy

total magnitude of Lorentz force
total unsigned current helicityincluded

rejected



step	  2:	  feature	  selection
#1:	  current	  helicity

The Astrophysical Journal, 798:135 (11pp), 2015 January 10 Bobra & Couvidat

Table 1
SHARP Active Region Parameter Formulae

Keyword Description Formula F-Score Selection

totusjh Total unsigned current helicity Hctotal ∝
!

|Bz · Jz| 3560 Included
totbsq Total magnitude of Lorentz force F ∝

!
B2 3051 Included

totpot Total photospheric magnetic free energy density ρtot ∝
! "

BObs − BPot#2
dA 2996 Included

totusjz Total unsigned vertical current Jztotal =
!

|Jz|dA 2733 Included
absnjzh Absolute value of the net current helicity Hcabs ∝

$$! Bz · Jz

$$ 2618 Included

savncpp Sum of the modulus of the net current per polarity Jzsum ∝
$$$$

B+
z%

J zdA

$$$$ +
$$$$

B−
z%

J zdA

$$$$ 2448 Included

usflux Total unsigned flux Φ =
!

|Bz|dA 2437 Included
area_acr Area of strong field pixels in the active region Area =

!
Pixels 2047 Included

totfz Sum of z-component of Lorentz force Fz ∝
!

(B2
x + B2

y − B2
z )dA 1371 Included

meanpot Mean photospheric magnetic free energy ρ ∝ 1
N

! "
BObs − BPot#2

1064 Included
r_value Sum of flux near polarity inversion line Φ =

!
|BLoS |dA within R mask 1057 Included

epsz Sum of z-component of normalized Lorentz force δFz ∝
!

(B2
x +B2

y−B2
z )

!
B2 864.1 Included

shrgt45 Fraction of Area with shear > 45◦ Area with shear > 45◦ / total area 740.8 Included

meanshr Mean shear angle Γ = 1
N

!
arccos

&
BObs·BPot

|BObs| |BPot|

'
727.9 Discarded

meangam Mean angle of field from radial γ = 1
N

!
arctan

&
Bh
Bz

'
573.3 Discarded

meangbt Mean gradient of total field |∇Btot| = 1
N

!
(

"
∂B
∂x

#2
+

&
∂B
∂y

'2
192.3 Discarded

meangbz Mean gradient of vertical field |∇Bz| = 1
N

!
(&

∂Bz
∂x

'2
+

&
∂Bz
∂y

'2
88.40 Discarded

meangbh Mean gradient of horizontal field |∇Bh| = 1
N

!
(&

∂Bh
∂x

'2
+

&
∂Bh
∂y

'2
79.40 Discarded

meanjzh Mean current helicity (Bz contribution) Hc ∝ 1
N

!
Bz · Jz 46.73 Discarded

totfy Sum of y-component of Lorentz force Fy ∝
!

ByBzdA 28.92 Discarded

meanjzd Mean vertical current density Jz ∝ 1
N

! &
∂By

∂x − ∂Bx
∂y

'
17.44 Discarded

meanalp Mean characteristic twist parameter, α αtotal ∝
!

J z ·Bz!
B2

z
10.41 Discarded

totfx Sum of x-component of Lorentz force Fx ∝ −
!

BxBzdA 6.147 Discarded

epsy Sum of y-component of normalized Lorentz force δFy ∝ −
!

ByBz!
B2 0.647 Discarded

epsx Sum of x-component of normalized Lorentz force δFx ∝
!

BxBz!
B2 0.366 Discarded

characterizes the de-projected area of the strong-field pixels,
is an output of this automatic AR detection algorithm. The
R_VALUE parameter, named by Schrijver (2007) as simply
R, characterizes the total unsigned flux near high-gradient AR
polarity inversion lines. We calculate R using the exact same
methodology as Schrijver (2007), who used the line-of-sight
component of the magnetic field.

Figure 1 shows SHARP data for NOAA AR 11429, which
produced an X5.4-class flare on 2012 March 7 at 00:24:00 TAI.
The first three panels show the inverted and disambiguated data
wherein the vector B has been remapped to a cylindrical equal-
area (CEA) projection and decomposed into Bφ , Bθ , and Br,
respectively, in standard heliographic spherical coordinates [êr,
êθ , êφ] following Equation (1) of Gary & Hagyard (1990).
The fourth panel shows the continuum intensity data for the
same region at the same time. The fifth panel shows the result
of the AR automatic detection algorithm employed to create
the SHARP data series (Turmon et al. 2010). This detection
algorithm operates on the line-of-sight magnetic field images
and creates a bitmap to encode membership in the orange-
colored coherent magnetic structure. As such, the detection
algorithm’s definition of an AR is not necessarily the same as
NOAA’s definition of an AR. At times, the detection algorithm
will combine into one AR what NOAA defines as multiple ARs.

All of the AR parameters, except for R, are calculated on the
pixels identified as white in panel (7) of Figure 1. These pixels

are defined as both those that (1) reside within the orange-
colored magnetic structure identified in panel (5) and (2) satisfy
a high-confidence disambiguation threshold (indicated by the
white pixels in panel (6); see Hoeksema et al. 2014 for more
details). R is calculated using the result of an algorithm that
is designed to automatically identify the polarity inversion line
(Schrijver 2007), the result of which is shown in the eighth panel
of Figure 1.

It is important to note that the AR parameters are highly
sensitive to which pixels contribute to their calculation. The
mask represented by panel (7) may not be the best choice due
to the presence of some weak-field pixels, which contain low
signal-to-noise. It is worthwhile to study how to optimize this
mask such that it yields the strongest pre-flare signature per
AR parameter. It is also noticeable that the AR parameters are
sensitive to the periodicity in magnetic field strength due to the
orbital velocity of SDO. This periodicity is described in detail in
Section 7.1.2 of Hoeksema et al. (2014). Finally, the parameters
are slightly sensitive to the errors introduced by mapping the
vector magnetic field data from CCD to CEA coordinates,
which can be estimated using Equation (9) in Sun (2013). In
general, the deviation between the true vector B and the mapped
vector B is less than a few degrees for ARs that are less than
45 deg2 and near central meridian. As previously mentioned,
we reject all ARs outside of the area within ±68◦ of the central
meridian.

3

Leka	  &	  Barnes,	  2003,	  I	  
Bao	  et	  al.,	  1999	  	  

Berger	  &	  Field,	  1984	  

The magnetic nature of solar flares 319

Fig. 4. Conversion of mutual to self magnetic helicity when two flux tubes reconnect

Hofmann, for instance, (in Heyvaerts and Hagyard, 1991) found energies for 80 cases
in the range 5 × 1032 to 5 × 1033 erg, but did ignore side boundaries and there are
observational uncertainties (see also Sakurai, 1989; Gary et al., 1987).

The vertical current flowing up from the photosphere can be calculated locally
from

jz =
1
µ

!

∂By

∂x
− ∂Bx

∂y

"

.

In addition, the total current crossing a certain region follows from

I =
1
µ

#

C
B · ds

integrated around the boundary (C) of the region. It is found that the first flare
kernels are located at peaks of jz , i.e., at regions of high magnetic shear (Hagyard,
1988; Lin and Gaizauskas, 1987). Furthermore, the magnetic field in the corona can
be calculated using extrapolation techniques from photospheric observations to give
either a potential field or a linear force-free field or, very much better, a nonlinear
force-free field (Sakurai, 1989; Gary et al., 1990).

However, it is important to notice that not all of the free energy is really free!
When the fields reconnect, the total magnetic helicity

H =
#

B · AdV (5)

is conserved, where
B = ∇ × A. (6)

This is a measure of the twist and connectedness of the magnetic field, so that

H = Hself +Hmutual, (7)

where the self-helicity (Hself ) comes from the twist of each flux tube and the mutual
helicity is due to the braiding of tubes around each other. Thus reconnection can
actually increase the twist of a tube and so make it more unstable.

For example, if we start with two tubes as shown in Fig. 4 that are untwisted and
each have magnetic flux F, they have no self-helicity but a mutual helicity

Forbes	  &	  Priest,	  2002

J	  ~	  small J	  ~	  large
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step	  2:	  feature	  selection
#2:	  magnitude	  of	  Lorentz	  force	  acting	  on	  upper	  solar	  atmosphere

The Astrophysical Journal, 798:135 (11pp), 2015 January 10 Bobra & Couvidat

Table 1
SHARP Active Region Parameter Formulae

Keyword Description Formula F-Score Selection

totusjh Total unsigned current helicity Hctotal ∝
!

|Bz · Jz| 3560 Included
totbsq Total magnitude of Lorentz force F ∝

!
B2 3051 Included

totpot Total photospheric magnetic free energy density ρtot ∝
! "

BObs − BPot#2
dA 2996 Included

totusjz Total unsigned vertical current Jztotal =
!

|Jz|dA 2733 Included
absnjzh Absolute value of the net current helicity Hcabs ∝

$$! Bz · Jz

$$ 2618 Included

savncpp Sum of the modulus of the net current per polarity Jzsum ∝
$$$$

B+
z%

J zdA

$$$$ +
$$$$

B−
z%

J zdA

$$$$ 2448 Included

usflux Total unsigned flux Φ =
!

|Bz|dA 2437 Included
area_acr Area of strong field pixels in the active region Area =

!
Pixels 2047 Included

totfz Sum of z-component of Lorentz force Fz ∝
!

(B2
x + B2

y − B2
z )dA 1371 Included

meanpot Mean photospheric magnetic free energy ρ ∝ 1
N

! "
BObs − BPot#2

1064 Included
r_value Sum of flux near polarity inversion line Φ =

!
|BLoS |dA within R mask 1057 Included

epsz Sum of z-component of normalized Lorentz force δFz ∝
!

(B2
x +B2

y−B2
z )

!
B2 864.1 Included

shrgt45 Fraction of Area with shear > 45◦ Area with shear > 45◦ / total area 740.8 Included

meanshr Mean shear angle Γ = 1
N

!
arccos

&
BObs·BPot

|BObs| |BPot|

'
727.9 Discarded

meangam Mean angle of field from radial γ = 1
N

!
arctan

&
Bh
Bz

'
573.3 Discarded

meangbt Mean gradient of total field |∇Btot| = 1
N

!
(

"
∂B
∂x

#2
+

&
∂B
∂y

'2
192.3 Discarded

meangbz Mean gradient of vertical field |∇Bz| = 1
N

!
(&

∂Bz
∂x

'2
+

&
∂Bz
∂y

'2
88.40 Discarded

meangbh Mean gradient of horizontal field |∇Bh| = 1
N

!
(&

∂Bh
∂x

'2
+

&
∂Bh
∂y

'2
79.40 Discarded

meanjzh Mean current helicity (Bz contribution) Hc ∝ 1
N

!
Bz · Jz 46.73 Discarded

totfy Sum of y-component of Lorentz force Fy ∝
!

ByBzdA 28.92 Discarded

meanjzd Mean vertical current density Jz ∝ 1
N

! &
∂By

∂x − ∂Bx
∂y

'
17.44 Discarded

meanalp Mean characteristic twist parameter, α αtotal ∝
!

J z ·Bz!
B2

z
10.41 Discarded

totfx Sum of x-component of Lorentz force Fx ∝ −
!

BxBzdA 6.147 Discarded

epsy Sum of y-component of normalized Lorentz force δFy ∝ −
!

ByBz!
B2 0.647 Discarded

epsx Sum of x-component of normalized Lorentz force δFx ∝
!

BxBz!
B2 0.366 Discarded

characterizes the de-projected area of the strong-field pixels,
is an output of this automatic AR detection algorithm. The
R_VALUE parameter, named by Schrijver (2007) as simply
R, characterizes the total unsigned flux near high-gradient AR
polarity inversion lines. We calculate R using the exact same
methodology as Schrijver (2007), who used the line-of-sight
component of the magnetic field.

Figure 1 shows SHARP data for NOAA AR 11429, which
produced an X5.4-class flare on 2012 March 7 at 00:24:00 TAI.
The first three panels show the inverted and disambiguated data
wherein the vector B has been remapped to a cylindrical equal-
area (CEA) projection and decomposed into Bφ , Bθ , and Br,
respectively, in standard heliographic spherical coordinates [êr,
êθ , êφ] following Equation (1) of Gary & Hagyard (1990).
The fourth panel shows the continuum intensity data for the
same region at the same time. The fifth panel shows the result
of the AR automatic detection algorithm employed to create
the SHARP data series (Turmon et al. 2010). This detection
algorithm operates on the line-of-sight magnetic field images
and creates a bitmap to encode membership in the orange-
colored coherent magnetic structure. As such, the detection
algorithm’s definition of an AR is not necessarily the same as
NOAA’s definition of an AR. At times, the detection algorithm
will combine into one AR what NOAA defines as multiple ARs.

All of the AR parameters, except for R, are calculated on the
pixels identified as white in panel (7) of Figure 1. These pixels

are defined as both those that (1) reside within the orange-
colored magnetic structure identified in panel (5) and (2) satisfy
a high-confidence disambiguation threshold (indicated by the
white pixels in panel (6); see Hoeksema et al. 2014 for more
details). R is calculated using the result of an algorithm that
is designed to automatically identify the polarity inversion line
(Schrijver 2007), the result of which is shown in the eighth panel
of Figure 1.

It is important to note that the AR parameters are highly
sensitive to which pixels contribute to their calculation. The
mask represented by panel (7) may not be the best choice due
to the presence of some weak-field pixels, which contain low
signal-to-noise. It is worthwhile to study how to optimize this
mask such that it yields the strongest pre-flare signature per
AR parameter. It is also noticeable that the AR parameters are
sensitive to the periodicity in magnetic field strength due to the
orbital velocity of SDO. This periodicity is described in detail in
Section 7.1.2 of Hoeksema et al. (2014). Finally, the parameters
are slightly sensitive to the errors introduced by mapping the
vector magnetic field data from CCD to CEA coordinates,
which can be estimated using Equation (9) in Sun (2013). In
general, the deviation between the true vector B and the mapped
vector B is less than a few degrees for ARs that are less than
45 deg2 and near central meridian. As previously mentioned,
we reject all ARs outside of the area within ±68◦ of the central
meridian.

3

Fisher	  et	  al.,	  2012	  	  
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step	  2:	  feature	  selection
#3:	  free	  magnetic	  energy

The Astrophysical Journal, 798:135 (11pp), 2015 January 10 Bobra & Couvidat

Table 1
SHARP Active Region Parameter Formulae

Keyword Description Formula F-Score Selection

totusjh Total unsigned current helicity Hctotal ∝
!

|Bz · Jz| 3560 Included
totbsq Total magnitude of Lorentz force F ∝

!
B2 3051 Included

totpot Total photospheric magnetic free energy density ρtot ∝
! "

BObs − BPot#2
dA 2996 Included

totusjz Total unsigned vertical current Jztotal =
!

|Jz|dA 2733 Included
absnjzh Absolute value of the net current helicity Hcabs ∝

$$! Bz · Jz

$$ 2618 Included

savncpp Sum of the modulus of the net current per polarity Jzsum ∝
$$$$

B+
z%

J zdA

$$$$ +
$$$$

B−
z%

J zdA

$$$$ 2448 Included

usflux Total unsigned flux Φ =
!

|Bz|dA 2437 Included
area_acr Area of strong field pixels in the active region Area =

!
Pixels 2047 Included

totfz Sum of z-component of Lorentz force Fz ∝
!

(B2
x + B2

y − B2
z )dA 1371 Included

meanpot Mean photospheric magnetic free energy ρ ∝ 1
N

! "
BObs − BPot#2

1064 Included
r_value Sum of flux near polarity inversion line Φ =

!
|BLoS |dA within R mask 1057 Included

epsz Sum of z-component of normalized Lorentz force δFz ∝
!

(B2
x +B2

y−B2
z )

!
B2 864.1 Included

shrgt45 Fraction of Area with shear > 45◦ Area with shear > 45◦ / total area 740.8 Included

meanshr Mean shear angle Γ = 1
N

!
arccos

&
BObs·BPot

|BObs| |BPot|

'
727.9 Discarded

meangam Mean angle of field from radial γ = 1
N

!
arctan

&
Bh
Bz

'
573.3 Discarded

meangbt Mean gradient of total field |∇Btot| = 1
N

!
(

"
∂B
∂x

#2
+

&
∂B
∂y

'2
192.3 Discarded

meangbz Mean gradient of vertical field |∇Bz| = 1
N

!
(&

∂Bz
∂x

'2
+

&
∂Bz
∂y

'2
88.40 Discarded

meangbh Mean gradient of horizontal field |∇Bh| = 1
N

!
(&

∂Bh
∂x

'2
+

&
∂Bh
∂y

'2
79.40 Discarded

meanjzh Mean current helicity (Bz contribution) Hc ∝ 1
N

!
Bz · Jz 46.73 Discarded

totfy Sum of y-component of Lorentz force Fy ∝
!

ByBzdA 28.92 Discarded

meanjzd Mean vertical current density Jz ∝ 1
N

! &
∂By

∂x − ∂Bx
∂y

'
17.44 Discarded

meanalp Mean characteristic twist parameter, α αtotal ∝
!

J z ·Bz!
B2

z
10.41 Discarded

totfx Sum of x-component of Lorentz force Fx ∝ −
!

BxBzdA 6.147 Discarded

epsy Sum of y-component of normalized Lorentz force δFy ∝ −
!

ByBz!
B2 0.647 Discarded

epsx Sum of x-component of normalized Lorentz force δFx ∝
!

BxBz!
B2 0.366 Discarded

characterizes the de-projected area of the strong-field pixels,
is an output of this automatic AR detection algorithm. The
R_VALUE parameter, named by Schrijver (2007) as simply
R, characterizes the total unsigned flux near high-gradient AR
polarity inversion lines. We calculate R using the exact same
methodology as Schrijver (2007), who used the line-of-sight
component of the magnetic field.

Figure 1 shows SHARP data for NOAA AR 11429, which
produced an X5.4-class flare on 2012 March 7 at 00:24:00 TAI.
The first three panels show the inverted and disambiguated data
wherein the vector B has been remapped to a cylindrical equal-
area (CEA) projection and decomposed into Bφ , Bθ , and Br,
respectively, in standard heliographic spherical coordinates [êr,
êθ , êφ] following Equation (1) of Gary & Hagyard (1990).
The fourth panel shows the continuum intensity data for the
same region at the same time. The fifth panel shows the result
of the AR automatic detection algorithm employed to create
the SHARP data series (Turmon et al. 2010). This detection
algorithm operates on the line-of-sight magnetic field images
and creates a bitmap to encode membership in the orange-
colored coherent magnetic structure. As such, the detection
algorithm’s definition of an AR is not necessarily the same as
NOAA’s definition of an AR. At times, the detection algorithm
will combine into one AR what NOAA defines as multiple ARs.

All of the AR parameters, except for R, are calculated on the
pixels identified as white in panel (7) of Figure 1. These pixels

are defined as both those that (1) reside within the orange-
colored magnetic structure identified in panel (5) and (2) satisfy
a high-confidence disambiguation threshold (indicated by the
white pixels in panel (6); see Hoeksema et al. 2014 for more
details). R is calculated using the result of an algorithm that
is designed to automatically identify the polarity inversion line
(Schrijver 2007), the result of which is shown in the eighth panel
of Figure 1.

It is important to note that the AR parameters are highly
sensitive to which pixels contribute to their calculation. The
mask represented by panel (7) may not be the best choice due
to the presence of some weak-field pixels, which contain low
signal-to-noise. It is worthwhile to study how to optimize this
mask such that it yields the strongest pre-flare signature per
AR parameter. It is also noticeable that the AR parameters are
sensitive to the periodicity in magnetic field strength due to the
orbital velocity of SDO. This periodicity is described in detail in
Section 7.1.2 of Hoeksema et al. (2014). Finally, the parameters
are slightly sensitive to the errors introduced by mapping the
vector magnetic field data from CCD to CEA coordinates,
which can be estimated using Equation (9) in Sun (2013). In
general, the deviation between the true vector B and the mapped
vector B is less than a few degrees for ARs that are less than
45 deg2 and near central meridian. As previously mentioned,
we reject all ARs outside of the area within ±68◦ of the central
meridian.

3



step	  3:	  support	  vector	  machine
a	  non-‐linear	  binary	  classifier



linearly	  separable non-‐linearly	  separable inseparable

benefit:	  non-‐linearity

step	  3:	  support	  vector	  machine



2020

training	  set:	  	  
-‐ 70%	  of	  data	  
-‐ labels	  provided

testing	  set:	  	  
-‐ 30%	  of	  data	  
-‐ no	  labels	  provided

step	  3:	  support	  vector	  machine



step	  4:	  determine	  algorithm	  performance	  	  
(by	  accounting	  for	  class	  imbalance	  problem)

Only	  TSS	  independent	  of	  imbalance	  ratio.	  (Woodcock,	  1976;	  Bloomfield	  et	  al.	  2012)
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[2]	  
predicting	  coronal	  mass	  ejections	  

using	  features	  

Bobra	  &	  Ilonidis,	  2016,	  ApJ	  
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results:	  cme	  prediction

Bobra	  &	  Ilonidis,	  2016
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results:	  cme	  feature	  selection
#1:	  gradient	  of	  horizontal	  field

Bobra	  &	  Ilondis,	  2016	  
Sun	  et	  al.,	  2015	  

Török	  &	  Kleim,	  2005

resides (Figures 2(a)–(c)). We first identify the polarity
inversion line (PIL) pixels from a smoothed vertical field Bz

map, and dilate them with a circular kernel (radius =r 3.5
Mm). Then, we isolate flare ribbons from the 1600 Å image
(above 700 DN s−1) taken near the flare peak by the Atmo-
spheric Imaging Assembly (AIA; Lemen et al. 2012) on board
SDO and dilate them with a large kernel. The intersection of the
dilated PIL and flare ribbons constitutes our FPIL mask. It
resembles the mask in Schrijver (2007), but includes only the
part directly involved in a particular flare. Our conclusions are
not affected if we adjust the mask width ( r2 ) between 5
and 15Mm.

In the largest sunspot umbrae, the HMI inversion module
sometimes returns unreasonable field values with high formal
errors. For example, a small patch of abnormally weak Bz

appeared at the center of the negative sunspot in AR 12192
(Figure 2(a)). The reason for these “bad pixels” is not fully
understood; it appears to be the combined effect of low
intensity, extremes in the SDO orbital velocity, and limitations
of the inversion technique. To estimate the adverse effect on
our analysis, we identify these pixels by setting empirical
thresholds on the formal errors and smoothly interpolate over
them using the data nearby. The difference between the original
and the interpolated data is 4% for Φ, 1% for modeled En and
Ep, and 8% for Ef (median in time). None affects our
conclusions.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Pre-flare Conditions

We summarize the pre-flare magnetic conditions and the
flare-related changes for the three ARs in Table 1. Various
indices shown to be useful indicators for flare and CME
activity are computed and can be classified as either extensive
or intensive, following Welsch et al. (2009). Extensive indices
generally scale with AR size (e.g., totals) while intensive
indices do not (e.g., means). We have the following
observations for AR 12192 regarding the pre-flare conditions,
in comparison with ARs 11429 and 11158.

1. Its global, extensive-type indices are significantly greater.
These include sunspot area, total magnetic flux Φ, electric
current I, magnetic energy Ep and En, and FPIL
mask size.

2. Its extensive-type indices in the core field are comparable
to the other two ARs. These include the R parameter (a
free energy proxy; Schrijver 2007), Φ and I within the
FPIL mask, and free energy Ef.

3. Its intensive-type indices, particularly those regarding AR
non-potentiality in the core field, are significantly weaker.
These include rms field B, rms electric current density J,
mean shear angle, mean torsional parameter α within the
FPIL mask, and relative free energy E Ef p. The net
current helicity of the extensive type is small as well. This

Figure 2. Comparison of pre-flare magnetic conditions of AR 12192, 11429, and 11158 prior to their respectively largest flare. (a)–(c) Bz maps of the core region.
They are 164, 120, and 76 Mm respectively in width. The yellow shaded regions denote our FPIL masks. (d)–(f)Maps of the vertically integrated J over the lower 11
Mm in the NLFFF model. (g)–(i) Height profile of Bh (black) and decay index n (green) above the FPIL in the PF model. A total of 1–2 × 103 profiles are evaluated
for each AR; outliers are removed by using a K-mean algorithm. Lines show the median; shaded bands indicate σ1 spread. Horizontal dotted line indicates the critical
value =n 1.5. In (i), the kink (cf. Nindos et al. 2012) and the larger spread of n are due to the quadrupolar nature of AR 11158 (only the central bipole is shown):
magnetic connectivity changes rapidly at 10–40 Mm.
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reproducibility	  matters
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[3]	  
predicting	  flares	  
using	  images	  

Jonas	  &	  Bobra,	  2016,	  in	  development	  
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improvement	  1:	  add	  coronal	  information
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improvements	  2	  and	  3:	  	  
add	  temporal	  information	  +	  flare	  history
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improvement	  4:	  use	  the	  entire	  image
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deep	  learning	  algorithm:	  	  
convolutional	  neural	  network

With	  multiple	  non-‐linear	  layers,	  a	  system	  can	  implement	  extremely	  intricate	  
functions	  of	  its	  inputs	  that	  are	  simultaneously	  sensitive	  to	  minute	  details	  —	  
distinguishing	  Samoyeds	  from	  white	  wolves	  —	  and	  insensitive	  to	  large	  irrelevant	  
variations	  such	  as	  the	  background,	  pose,	  lighting	  and	  surrounding	  objects.	  
LeCun	  et	  al.,	  2015

raw pixels could not possibly distinguish the latter two, while putting 
the former two in the same category. This is why shallow classifiers 
require a good feature extractor that solves the selectivity–invariance 
dilemma — one that produces representations that are selective to 
the aspects of the image that are important for discrimination, but 
that are invariant to irrelevant aspects such as the pose of the animal. 
To make classifiers more powerful, one can use generic non-linear 
features, as with kernel methods20, but generic features such as those 
arising with the Gaussian kernel do not allow the learner to general-
ize well far from the training examples21. The conventional option is 
to hand design good feature extractors, which requires a consider-
able amount of engineering skill and domain expertise. But this can 
all be avoided if good features can be learned automatically using a 
general-purpose learning procedure. This is the key advantage of 
deep learning. 

A deep-learning architecture is a multilayer stack of simple mod-
ules, all (or most) of which are subject to learning, and many of which 
compute non-linear input–output mappings. Each module in the 
stack transforms its input to increase both the selectivity and the 
invariance of the representation. With multiple non-linear layers, say 
a depth of 5 to 20, a system can implement extremely intricate func-
tions of its inputs that are simultaneously sensitive to minute details 
— distinguishing Samoyeds from white wolves — and insensitive to 
large irrelevant variations such as the background, pose, lighting and 
surrounding objects. 

Backpropagation to train multilayer architectures 
From the earliest days of pattern recognition22,23, the aim of research-
ers has been to replace hand-engineered features with trainable 
multilayer networks, but despite its simplicity, the solution was not 
widely understood until the mid 1980s. As it turns out, multilayer 
architectures can be trained by simple stochastic gradient descent. 
As long as the modules are relatively smooth functions of their inputs 
and of their internal weights, one can compute gradients using the 
backpropagation procedure. The idea that this could be done, and 
that it worked, was discovered independently by several different 
groups during the 1970s and 1980s24–27.  

The backpropagation procedure to compute the gradient of an 
objective function with respect to the weights of a multilayer stack 
of modules is nothing more than a practical application of the chain 

rule for derivatives. The key insight is that the derivative (or gradi-
ent) of the objective with respect to the input of a module can be 
computed by working backwards from the gradient with respect to 
the output of that module (or the input of the subsequent module) 
(Fig. 1). The backpropagation equation can be applied repeatedly to 
propagate gradients through all modules, starting from the output 
at the top (where the network produces its prediction) all the way to 
the bottom (where the external input is fed). Once these gradients 
have been computed, it is straightforward to compute the gradients 
with respect to the weights of each module. 

Many applications of deep learning use feedforward neural net-
work architectures (Fig. 1), which learn to map a fixed-size input 
(for example, an image) to a fixed-size output (for example, a prob-
ability for each of several categories). To go from one layer to the 
next, a set of units compute a weighted sum of their inputs from the 
previous layer and pass the result through a non-linear function. At 
present, the most popular non-linear function is the rectified linear 
unit (ReLU), which is simply the half-wave rectifier f(z) = max(z, 0). 
In past decades, neural nets used smoother non-linearities, such as 
tanh(z) or 1/(1 + exp(−z)), but the ReLU typically learns much faster 
in networks with many layers, allowing training of a deep supervised 
network without unsupervised pre-training28. Units that are not in 
the input or output layer are conventionally called hidden units. The 
hidden layers can be seen as distorting the input in a non-linear way 
so that categories become linearly separable by the last layer (Fig. 1). 

In the late 1990s, neural nets and backpropagation were largely 
forsaken by the machine-learning community and ignored by the 
computer-vision and speech-recognition communities. It was widely 
thought that learning useful, multistage, feature extractors with lit-
tle prior knowledge was infeasible. In particular, it was commonly 
thought that simple gradient descent would get trapped in poor local 
minima — weight configurations for which no small change would 
reduce the average error. 

In practice, poor local minima are rarely a problem with large net-
works. Regardless of the initial conditions, the system nearly always 
reaches solutions of very similar quality. Recent theoretical and 
empirical results strongly suggest that local minima are not a serious 
issue in general. Instead, the landscape is packed with a combinato-
rially large number of saddle points where the gradient is zero, and 
the surface curves up in most dimensions and curves down in the 

Figure 2 | Inside a convolutional network. The outputs (not the filters) 
of each layer (horizontally) of a typical convolutional network architecture 
applied to the image of a Samoyed dog (bottom left; and RGB (red, green, 
blue) inputs, bottom right). Each rectangular image is a feature map 

corresponding to the output for one of the learned features, detected at each 
of the image positions. Information flows bottom up, with lower-level features 
acting as oriented edge detectors, and a score is computed for each image class 
in output. ReLU, rectified linear unit.
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summary

• we	  can	  predict	  whether	  or	  not	  an	  active	  region	  
flares	  or	  a	  cme	  erupts	  better	  than	  flipping	  a	  coin	  	  

• codes	  are	  public	  
• since	  sdo	  takes	  so	  much	  data	  (~1.5	  tb/day)	  it	  is	  
important	  to	  analyze	  it	  automatically	  and	  quickly.	  
one	  way	  to	  do	  this	  is	  by	  using	  machine-‐learning	  
algorithms.
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